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Sir,

Airway management is the key to safe and effective anaesthesia; and face mask ventilation is the most important skill to be mastered, as it allows for oxygenation and ventilation until definitive control of airway is established. The goal of proper mask holding is to keep the airway patent and form a tight seal of mask so that effective ventilation can be provided. Extension of head, and jaw-lift manoeuvres are frequently employed for successful mask ventilation.¹

Many studies have compared one-handed technique with two-handed technique of mask ventilation; but all of these have found two-handed technique superior.¹⁻³ Multiple techniques of hand positioning for face mask ventilation exist in literature and some of these techniques have been compared for their efficacy in adults. These include one-handed C-E technique, two-handed C-E technique, and two-handed V-E technique.⁴ Hart et al. compared effectiveness of mask seal using three different face mask techniques and measured ventilation performance and found that two-handed C-E technique and V-E technique of ventilation methods were superior to one-handed ventilation method.⁴

We introduce a new technique for mask ventilation, the two-handed UV technique. In this technique, seal of mask is made with thumb and index finger on either side of the mask and the angles of mandible on two sides are supported with middle fingers of the two hands. The remaining ring finger and little finger are tucked in and folded inside the palm to support the middle fingers and the hands (Figure 1A).

Recently, similar to this technique, a V-E technique is recommended by a consensus guideline for managing the airway in patients with COVID-19.⁵ We proposed this two-person U-V bag mask ventilation technique in COVID-19 patients, as it will limit the generation of aerosols. Randomised trials with large sample size on different new techniques are recommended for establishing superiority of one technique on the others.
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